
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
READ TWICE BEFORE USE

Hair Colour Correction is the treatment of 
either reversing or removing an unwanted 

hair colour.

Scott Cornwall Decolour Flash Remover 
allows you to conduct:

For more information visit:
www.scottcornwall.com 

• STANDARD COLOUR REMOVAL
• FLASH (PARTIAL) COLOUR REMOVAL
• COLOUR REDUCTION/COLOUR   
 CLEANSING
• BALAYAGE COLOUR REMOVAL

®SCOTT CORNWALL
Decolour Flash Remover
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For instructions in your language

Please go to 
www.scottcornwall.com/instructions



IMPORTANT - SKIN ALLERGY TEST:
PLEASE CONDUCT A SKIN ALLERGY TEST 48 
HOURS PRIOR TO USING THIS PRODUCT, EVEN 
IF YOU HAVE USED Scott Cornwall©  
DECOLOUR REMOVER BEFORE.

48H

DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT   
 • If your hair has been coloured with henna or metallic salts.
 • If your hair has been coloured with a bright fashion   
  shade (blue, green, pink etc).
 • If you have an itchy or damaged scalp.
 • If you have had a reaction to a hair colourant product.

HOW TO PERFORM THE SKIN ALLERGY TEST
 1. Remove any earrings and jewellery.

 2. Cut open the corner of the Part 1 Activator sachet and  
  pour a pea sized amount of gel into a plastic glass or  
  paper dish.

 3. Next, cut open the corner of the  
  Part 2 Developer sachet and pour a  
  pea sized amount of this gel into  
  the same dish. Using a cotton  
  bud mix together to form an   
  even cream. Securely fold   
  over the corners on both   
  open sachets to seal.

 4. Apply mixed remover  
  mixture behind the ear to  
  an area about the size of a  
  penny.

 5. Leave for 24 hours without   
  washing, covering or touching.

 6. If during this period you notice  
  any abnormal reactions – such as  
  itching, redness or swelling in or around   
  the area DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT.

SAFETY ADVICE
Keep out of reach of children. Do not use on children. Never 
use on eyelashes or eyebrows. If product comes into contact 
with eyes rinse with warm water and seek medical attention. 
Dispose of unused mixture immediately.



BEFORE YOU START

Cover and protect clothes and upholstery as discolouration 
may occur. Use an old towel to drape over your shoulders.

TIP: Take a bin liner, cut along one side and open out to 
create a cape. You will also need a plastic bowl and colour 
brush (to mix), a wide toothed comb to work product 
through the hair and cling film to wrap over hair during the 
development process. Always wear gloves (not supplied)

1. Pour a pea sized amount of the Part 1 Activator into   
 plastic glass or paper dish.

2. Next pour a pea sized amount of the Part 2 Developer   
 into the same dish. Using a cotton bud mix together to   
 form an even cream. Fold over cut corners of each
 sachet to secure.

3. Using a cotton wool ball apply mixed cream to a
 small section of your hair.

4. Allow to develop as per Steps Four to Five of the 
 standard removal method. Use your regular shampoo or  
 conditioner to rinse. Then dry hair and check results.

5. More than one application of Decolour Flash Remover   
 may be required, if complete or desired removal has not 
 occurred, please refer to Q&A section on this leaflet. 

COLOUR STRAND TEST
TO BE SURE OF THE RESULTS YOU WILL 
ACHIEVE FROM THIS PRODUCT YOU MUST 
CARRY OUT A STRAND TEST. THEREFORE, 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER COMPLETING THE SKIN 
ALLERGY TEST CARRY OUT A STRAND TEST 
ON A SMALL SECTION OF HAIR. 



If you are wishing to totally remove a whole head of permanent 
hair colour, follow the below instructions:

STANDARD REMOVAL METHOD

1. Clarify the hair using either Precolour clarifier or a clear  
 clarifying shampoo. Do not condition the hair, as this will  
 create a barrier that might stop Decolour Flash Remover  
 from working.  

2. Comb and dry the hair to 80%, so it is still a little damp but  
 not soaking wet.

PRIOR TO APPLICATION

3. Using a plastic bowl and tint brush, cut open and pour 2 x  
 Part 1 Activator sachets into the plastic bowl. Then cut open  
 and pour 2 x Part 2 Developer sachets into same bowl.

4. Using tint brush, thoroughly mix/whisk the contents of the  
 bowl for 1 minute to form a consistent cream/gel. 

MIXING

5. Next, dip the tint brush into the colour remover mixture and  
 begin applying it to the lower lengths of the hair or wherever  
 the artificial colour is darkest.

6. After applying to lower lengths or darkest areas, work the  
 application throughout the rest of the hair with the tint  
 brush. Work mixture through using thumb and forefinger.

APPLYING

7. Wrap hair in cling film and leave to develop for:

  30 minutes for recently applied or tonal shades 
  50 minutes for older and darker hair colours.

DEVELOPMENT

8. Rinse hair for 5 minutes and then shampoo with the same  
 clear or clarifying shampoo used prior to application. Give  
 the hair 2 good shampoos. The longer you can rinse the  
 better. 

9. Lastly condition the hair as usual, dry and style.

RINSING & FINISHING



The flash removal method allows you to remove areas, sections 
and partial unwanted hair colour, without needing to conduct a 
whole head application. Example: a hair colour has become 
patchy on the ends. A flash removal on just these areas will 
balance the overall shade. 

FLASH REMOVAL METHOD 

1. Clarify the hair using either Precolour clarifier or a clear  
 clarifying shampoo. Do not condition the hair, as this will  
 create a barrier that might stop Decolour Flash Remover  
 from working.  

2. Comb and dry the hair 100%. The hair must be 100% dry for  
 a flash colour removal. Damp hair could cause the remover  
 to slip onto areas of hair you do not want colour removed  
 from.

PRIOR TO APPLICATION

3. Using a plastic bowl and tint brush, cut open and pour the  
 Part 1 Activator Sachet into the plastic bowl. Then cut open  
 and pour Part 2 Developer sachet into same bowl.

4. Using tint brush, thoroughly mix/whisk the contents of   
 the bowl for 1 minute to form a consistent cream/gel.

MIXING

5. Next, dip the tint brush into the colour remover mixture  
 and begin applying the colour remover with precision onto  
 only the areas of hair you wish to remove artificial colour.   
 Use gentle strokes with the tint brush. Then use the thumb  
 and forefinger to work the remover mixture into those   
 specific areas of hair. 

APPLYING

6. Do not wrap or coat hair. Leave the remover to work for 5  
 minutes and then begin checking until you see a sufficient  
 level of colour has been removed. Generally, a flash removal  
 will take 20 minutes. Once you can see the unwanted areas  
 have removed/reduced proceed to rinsing. However, you  
 can leave to develop for up to 50 minutes, depending on  
 depth of colour being removed. 

DEVELOPMENT

7. Rinse hair for 5 minutes and then shampoo with the same  
 clear or clarifying shampoo used prior to application. Give  
 the hair two good shampoos. The longer you can rinse the  
 better. 

8. Lastly condition the hair as usual, dry and style.

RINSING & FINISHING



The Colour Reduction method allows you to reduce colour 
build-up and excessively tonal or dark colour application.  It 
will not totally remove an artificial hair colour, rather make the 
shade lighter or softer. Example: a desired chestnut brown 
result has turned black. A colour reduction will lift the black to 
a lighter brown.

COLOUR REDUCTION/COLOUR CLEANSE 

1. Clarify the hair using either Precolour Clarifier or a clear  
 clarifying shampoo. Do not condition the hair, as this will  
 create a barrier that might stop Decolour Flash Remover  
 from working.  

2. Lightly towel dry the hair, so it is wet but not dripping. Next,  
 carefully comb the hair so it smooth and free from tangles. 

PRIOR TO APPLICATION

3. Using a plastic bowl and tint brush, cut open and pour the  
 Part 1 Activator Sachet into the plastic bowl. Then cut open  
 and pour the Part 2 Developer sachet into same bowl.

4. Using tint brush, thoroughly mix/whisk the contents of the  
 bowl for 1 minute to form a consistent cream/gel.

MIXING

5. Wearing gloves, begin carefully scooping a small amount of  
 the mixed remover mixture and apply to wet hair as you  
 would a standard shampoo or conditioner. Using a plastic  
 tangle comb, begin combing the mixture through the hair as  
 you apply. Work quickly, as the remover will start reducing  
 the artificial hair colour within a minute or so of application.   

APPLYING

6. Observe the hair colour as you comb the mixture through  
 (from roots to tips), use fingers to really work the mixture  
 into the hair shaft. Generally, a reduction will work within 5  
 minutes but leave the mixture on the hair for up to 20   
 minutes or until you can see the hair colour has reduced to  
 the desired level. 

 

DEVELOPMENT

7. Rinse hair for 5 minutes and then shampoo with the same  
 clear or clarifying shampoo used prior to application. Give  
 the hair two good shampoos. The longer you can rinse the  
 better. 

8. Lastly condition the hair as usual, dry and style.

RINSING & FINISHING



Balayage removal enables you to firstly colour blonde or lighter 
hair a darker shade, then achieve a lightened balayage effect in 
the mid-lengths and ends, using Decolour Flash Remover. For 
best results, colour hair immediately prior to conducting this 
method.

BALAYAGE REMOVAL METHOD 

1. Apply your chosen darker hair colourant and develop as  
 instructed. Once developed, fully rinse out the colourant but  
 do not use any after colour treatments or conditioners that  
 may be included with the product (just yet). Using   
 conditioners will create a barrier on the hair which may stop  
 Decolour Flash Remover from working. Lightly towel dry and  
 carefully de-tangle the hair and then fully dry. Do not be  
 alarmed if the hair feels tangled or rough, this is normal in  
 non-conditioned, freshly colour treated hair. But it is   
 important the hair is dried and is sitting as it is usually worn.

PRIOR TO APPLICATION

APPLYING

2. Using a plastic bowl and tint brush, cut open and pour the  
 Part 1 Activator Sachet into the plastic bowl. 
 Then cut open and pour the Part 2 
 Developer sachet into same bowl.

3. Using tint brush, thoroughly mix/
 whisk the contents of the bowl
 for 1 minute to form a 
 consistent cream/gel

MIXING

4. Dip the tint
 brush into the
 colour remover
 mixture and
 start by
 applying balayage threads
 around the face and hairline, just as
 you would a bleach or colourant. 
 Next, begin applying these same
 threads throughout the rest of the
 hair. TIP: Keep application threads 
 relatively fine toward higher 
 sections and root areas and apply 
 more remover on end sections. This will create a blonde  
 gradient, whereby the hair appears darker at the top and  
 becomes lighter/blonde on the end sections. If you run out  
 of remover solution, you can simply open and mix another  
 Part 1 and Part 2 sachet. 



5. Generally, recently applied permanent hair colour will   
 remove very quickly. However, to ensure full and even   
 removal of balayage sections, you should leave Decolour to  
 develop for 40 minutes. Do not cover the hair during   
 development, as this will cause the applied balayage sections  
 to smudge into surrounding areas.

DEVELOPMENT

6. Once development has been reached, rinse hair for 5   
 minutes. The longer you can rinse the better. 

7. Lastly condition or use the treatment product that came with  
 your colourant. This will not only condition the newly   
 removed areas, but also seal in the colourant effects in the  
 non balayaged areas. If your colourant product did not   
 include an after-colour treatment, simply use your regular  
 conditioner. Finish and style as usual.

RINSING & FINISHING

If you feel the hair still looks too dark after a Balayage removal, 
it is very simple to rectify. You just need to add some more ba-
layage threads to the hair by mixing and applying more Part 1 
and Part 2 sachets to the hair.   

You can repeat the Balayage removal method to achieve the 
desired lightness and effect level. 

NOTES

www.ScottCornwall.com



Scott Cornwall® Decolour Flash Remover is a technical hair 
treatment designed to reverse artificial permanent hair 

colour. It is not to be confused with a hair colourant and the 
experience you may have when using such a product.  

You will notice Decolour Flash Remover has a strong odour. 
This odour should be regarded as you would with odours 

emitted from items such as nail varnish removers, solvents 
or cleaning products. Ultimately as a by-product to its 

function. 

®SCOTT CORNWALL
Decolour Flash Remover TM
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?
QUESTIONS &

ANSWERS
READ TWICE BEFORE USE



Q)  Is Decolour Flash Remover a bleach

A) No, it is a reducer. A reducer is the opposite to  
 bleach which is an oxidizer. Oxidizers expand and  
 lighten molecules. Reducers shrink and split  
 molecules. In the case of Decolour Flash  
 Remover, the artificial oxidation molecules are  
 being shrunk and shattered within the hair, so  
 they can be flushed out. Reducers are found in  
 other hair technologies such as perms and are  
 known for their Sulphur smell.

Q)  Will Decolour Flash Remover lighten my natural  
 non-colour treated hair? 

A) No, Decolour Flash Remover can only evoke  
 effects on artificial pigment molecules. If applied  
 to your natural hair no results will be seen. 

 

Q) Can Decolour Flash Remover reveal my original  
 natural colour under the artificial shade? 

A)  Not always. Permanent colourants are created by  
 intermixing a colourant cream/oil or gel with a  
 developer. This developer contains hydrogen  
 peroxide. Certain Hydrogen Peroxide strengths  
 will lighten natural hair colours. So, whilst you  
 may not notice this lightening on your natural hair  
 whilst the artificial colour is in place (especially  
 with black shades) once you remove it, you might  
 see your natural hair colour had lightened from  
 the original artificial colour process or processes. 

Q) Will my hair go ginger after using Decolour Re-
mover?

A) As above, it not a case of the hair going ginger,  
 the issue could be the underlying natural colour  
 had been lightened from the previous colourants  
 applied and has gone warm. This does not always  
 happen but is dependent on the peroxide  
 strength of the developer in the brand of  
 colourant or colourants that had previously been  
 used on the hair. See tips on how to deal with  
 unwanted warm tones hair. 



Q)  Can Decolour Flash Remover take out bright  
 fashion colours such as blue, pink and green? 

A) No, reduction removers cannot reverse true  
 semi-permanent colourants such as direct dyes.   
 Direct Dyes are a different technology and work  
 by ‘staining’ the hair. They should leave the hair  
 with good clarifying. Please DO NOT use any  
 reduction agent remover in attempt to take out  
 a direct dye as it could warp the colour  
 molecules. If you have purchased a product that  
 stated on pack it would leave the hair within 10  
 washes, but it will not fade, you must firstly  
 contact the manufacturers of that product for  
 advice. If you are finding your fashion colour has  
 faded, but some tone is remaining, please use  
 Decolour Stripper.

www.ScottCornwall.com



Q) Can I re-colour immediately after using  
 Scott Cornwall Decolour Flash Remover?

A) You should wait at least 7 days and 3 washes  
 before applying any peroxide based   
 colouring product to the hair, following any  
 application of a reduction agent hair colour  
 remover. Products you should avoid for 7  
 days are permanent colourants, bleaches,  
 lighteners and peroxide based 
 semi-permanent colourants. If in any doubt,  
 look at the ingredients section of the   
 product you would like to use to check for  
 inclusion of ‘Hydrogen Peroxide’. After using  
 a reduction agent hair colour remover, it is  
 important the hair is allowed to normalize,  
 and any residue of the reduction agent is  
 flushed from the hair. If a peroxide-based  
 product is applied to the hair immediately  
 after colour removal any colour molecules  
 that were not sufficiently flushed from the  
 hair could be reactivated and the hair might  
 go darker again. 

Q) What colouring products can I use   
 immediately after using Decolour Flash  
 Remover?

A) Any product that do not contain hydrogen  
 peroxide can be used immediately after a  
 Decolour Remover application.
 These  include:

ALL COLOUR RESTORE SHADES

COLOUR RESTORE INSTANT TONER 
SPRAYS 

BLUE/PURPLE/SILVER SHAMPOOS 

TEMPORARY COLOURANTS (NO PER-
OXIDE)

TRUE SEMI-PERMANENT COLOURANTS 
(NO PEROXIDE)

COLOURED DRY SHAMPOOS



COLOUR CORRECTION TIPS 

DEALING WITH EXPOSED WARMTH 

As explained, hydrogen peroxide found in the 

developers of permanent colourants can 

lighten hair. Continued application of peroxide 

on the hair (even from use of black colourants) 

can cause the underlying natural colour to 

lighten.  

Therefore, when you remove a permanent 

darker colour, you might see a warm hue to the 

revealed natural colour.

To deal with exposed warmth in your natural 

colour, there are several options you can 

immediately deploy:

 • Use Cool Toned Colour Restore Shades

 • Colour Restore shades such as Iced   

  Platinum and Cool Ash can be applied  

  immediately after colour removal to   

  counteract warmth. In addition, Colour   

  Restore Instant Toner Sprays can

  be applied after the rinsing of the

  Conclude Balm.

 • Wash hair only in blue and purpled   

  shampoos 

 • Whilst not as strong as Colour Restore, Blue  

  and Purple shampoos can begin to   

  counteract warmth in remover hair, over  

  several washes. The key is to use these  

  shampoos as your only cleaning product  

  and with each wash.

www.ScottCornwall.com



REMOVING BLACK. 

Some black colourants can build 

up on the hair in layers. Think 

of it like a wall that has been 

painted repeatedly.

Therefore, when attempting 

to remove built-up black 

colour, make sure you 

process Decolour Flash 

Remover for at least 45 

minutes. 

If any dark remains within 

the hair (usually in the 

lower built-up sections) 

you can give the hair 

further applications of 

Decolour Flash Remover, 

until the black is gone.  

NB:  Be mindful that some 

brands may use Direct 

Dyes in their black 

colourants. 



COLOUR REDUCTION & COLOUR CLEANSING
You do not always need to 100% remove an artificial hair 
colour. Sometimes, the shade might be (generally) OK, but 
perhaps just too dark or too tonal (as in too ashy or vibrant). 
Conducting a Colour Reduction will enable you to fine tune 
your existing hair colour, without 100% removing the results 
from your hair.   

Some pointers ON Colour Reduction & Colour Cleansing 

1. A colour reduction should always be conducted on wet  
 or damp hair.  This is because you want to dilute the   
 remover mixture and allow it to slip quickly & easily   
 through the hair. 

2. If you have achieved a too tonal or too dark a colour   
 result, the sooner you can apply Decolour Flash Remover  
 and ‘reduce’ the colour the better. Firstly, clarify the hair  
 to remove conditioning barriers and then apply Decolour  
 Flash Remover to wet hair. A new permanent colour   
 result should reduce in minutes. 

3. If you want to remove mild hair colour build up, you   
 simply need to colour cleanse the hair. Firstly, mix   
 Decolour Flash Remover, then lather in a clear or clarifying  
 shampoo into the hair. Next (using hands) apply  
 the mixed colour remover   
 directly to the hair and  
 lather. Keep massaging  
 and lathering the hair  
 for up to 5 minutes   
 and proceed to   
 rinsing and then   
 apply a second   
 clarifying shampoo   
 treatment (without   
 the remover),   
 followed by your   
 regular conditioner.
 You should find this mild  
 lathering colour cleanse  
 gently removes some of the   
 excessive heavy colour build   
 up without significantly   
 reducing or removing the   
 artificial shade. You can repeat   
 this technique several times to   
 achieve a desired shade. 
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FOR ARTICLES AND ADVICE 

I have wri�en many articles and tech�
nical content on my website.  Here you 
will find more information about not only 
Decolour Flash Remover, but also other 
hair colour ma�ers and hair i�ues.

Achieving great hair really is about un�
derstanding.  So, I would highly recom�
mend you drop by and have a read.  I 
am always able to answer any 
questions you may have. 

Best Wishes  

Scott Cornwall®
Unit 3, Bradbury’s Court, Lyon Road, Harrow HA1 2BY 
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